
Connect Your Legacy 
Objects to the IoT
Edge computing and advanced sensor technologies deliver 
scalable and affordable integration solutions for existing 
devices
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Atomation is edge computing and 
advanced sensor technologies 

Who is Atomation?

that deliver scalable and affordable integration 
solutions for existing devices in the $370B            
Internet of Things Upgrade Market.

Source: Network World

HVAC Customer Atom Installation July 2020

https://www.networkworld.com/article/3321018/how-to-add-iot-functions-to-legacy-equipment.html
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There’s a Gap in the Market

Sources: Intel

Individual Sensors

• Prepackaged & Integrated
• Simple Analytics
• Critical Information 
• Affordable Cost

Only 15% of total industrial production equipment installed today is connected to anything

• Basic Information
• Customer Design Required
• Customer Integrated

Automation Systems

• Complex Architecture
• Very High Cost
• Information Overload

https://www.intel.sg/content/www/xa/en/policy/policy-internet-of-things-iot.html
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Flexible, Self-Installation for a Fraction of the Cost of
an Automation System

Information from device goes to central computer for 
processing

Automation Atomationvs

Atom on device processes information & talks when 
necessary

Complex Architecture

Costly infrastructure required

High upfront costs

Specialized technical skills

$1k - $10k per additional device

Long deployment time & difficult integration(s)

Simple architecture – start with one

No customer infrastructure required

Little/no upfront costs

Anyone can deploy & use

$100’s per device

Minutes to deploy and no integration required
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Deployed Customer Base

Industrial Machines Greenhouses Utility Infrastructure

Commercial HVAC Barns Cell Towers

• Monitor runtime and machine health 

• Heat, vibration, impact, external sensor

• Monitor environment for irrigation control 

• Heat, humidity, external sensor

• Monitor pole and transformer status 

• Tilt, impact, heat, electrical field

• Monitor runtime, location and health 

• Heat, vibration, GPS

• Monitor air quality and runtime/health 
for fans and feeder motors 

• Heat, humidity, vibration, external sensor

• Monitor pole and transformer status 

• Tilt, impact, heat, electrical field

Same 5 Atom Types Used To Fulfill All Use Cases
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Works How it 
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Atomation Solution

Wireless End-to-End Information Platform –
No Customer Infrastructure Required

Cat M1 LTE 
Communications
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Meet the Atom

Self-Contained, Battery-Powered, Wireless, 
Edge Computing Device

• Senses its environment 
• Independently evaluates what it sees 
• Decides if situation requires communication 
• Only communicates the most important information
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Field Atoms in the
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Aerial Cable Monitoring 
Problem: Because of the strength of the cables, it is possible the manufacturer is not 
aware when lines have been impacted or damaged and might be on the ground. Their 
customers want this information immediately and need the exact location of the issue in 
order to quickly correct problems in the field. It is also critically important that the 
solution not send false positives resulting in lost man-hours while they are checking 
miles of line with only the possibility of an issue.

Solution: Atom AT-U1.0c, the stand-alone sensor and communication device that 
captures impact, vibration, tilt, and EMF as part of its standard feature set, provides the 
solution.
• Atoms are installed on the cable spans and alert only when thresholds are exceeded. 

Alerts are sent via email and text message to the manufacturer and the utility.
• Thresholds are determined by the location of the device and are customizable based 

on the possible events anticipated in that area.

Results:
• Atoms captured when lines were impacted by both excessive winds and by 

falling tree limbs, notifying the team when thresholds were exceeded.
• G-force Impact numbers told the team the severity of the impact, giving 

the team the information they needed to appropriately triage the event.
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Steel Tower Management

Problem: Steel towers in the field are subjected to a wide variety of atmospheric 
conditions and potential damage. Towers have a variety of sensors that were all measuring 
separate pieces of data. These sensors also required that an employee visit the tower to 
download and then analyze the data which was time-consuming and inconvenient, 
depending on the location of the tower. The manufacturer wanted to know what events 
and atmospheric conditions were impacting towers and wanted a remote monitoring 
solution.

Solution: Multiple Atoms were installed at different locations on each individual structure, 
utilizing wind, vibration, tilt, temperature sensors as well as the ability to detect the 
presence/absence of EMF. Atomation captured all data points the manufacturer needed and 
uploaded all data directly to the cloud. No more visiting the towers to download the data!
Installed sensors monitored the following:
• Is there ice or any other weather condition that will damage the tower?
• Is there line galloping?
• Is there arcing?
• During high wind conditions, are the angles or behavior of the arms changing?
• Have the towers or arms been impacted by trees or something else?
• Is there fire in the area?
• Are the wires above the arms energized?
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Steel Tower Management (cont.)

Results:
• Atoms were able to predict where a problem was likely to occur based on 

data captured at the tower.
• Allows them to better place dampening equipment to preserve the life / 

improve performance of the tower.
• Wind and vibration of the towers were also measured and tracked to 

ensure towers remained balanced.
• Icing was determined by temperature readings below 32 degrees 

Fahrenheit for more than 24 hours.
• EMF was used to determine if the wires were energized.
• Stand-alone Atoms were attached to the arms of the towers. The standard 

Atom identifies temperature, line icing range, studying different vibration 
patterns.

• People resources were more effectively deployed in the field, resulting in 
better labor management and more efficient triage of possible tower 
issues.

• Tower issues were identified before outages or issues occurred in the field 
due to the information Atoms captured and reported to the cloud, giving 
the manufacturer more information about the stressors impacting towers, 
improvements to manufacturing and structure and better performance for 
their customers.
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Transformer Monitoring
Problem: Limited monitoring options mean that problems with transformers can be 
difficult to identify and/or predict in the field. Remote locations, lack of power supply, and 
the expense of adding a monitoring solution after the transformer has been installed in 
the field are all reasons why monitoring of this critical piece of equipment has been 
difficult to accomplish.

Solution: Transformers will typically signal when problems are about to occur through 
changes in the average operating temperature or in the vibration signature of the 
machine. 

Atoms detect temperature and vibration anomalies making them the perfect solution for 
this application. Atoms, with the addition of an external current sensor, are also able to 
capture current spikes and the absence of current. 

Results:
• Atoms were installed on transformers using temperature, impact, and 

vibration alerts to monitor operations.
• The external CT sensor detected the absence of current, giving the team the 

exact location of the transformer failure. In addition, by sampling the current 
periodically, teams were able to optimize energy consumption. 

• Atoms were also able to identify when similar transformers began operating 
differently, giving maintenance teams the information they needed to 
proactively maintain overhead and ground transformers.
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Utility Security Solutions
Problem: Because cameras are so easily identified by thieves and 
vandals, are expensive, and require large amounts of data to 
capture and upload footage from the field, they can be difficult to 
use for some. It can also be challenging to physically wire some 
areas because of location.

Simple Solution: Use Atoms to detect vibration and alert field 
personnel when breaches are detected. Because Atoms detect 
vibration, they are able to determine if anyone attempts to climb 
the ladder leading to a utility tower, opens or closes a door or gate, 
or tampers with equipment.

Towers: Atoms were installed on the ladders leading up to the 
tower. Thresholds were identified in the field, working with the 
service provider. Now, when ladders are climbed or moved by 
unauthorized personnel, the service company receives a 
notification.

Secure Room Access / Roof Access: Atoms were installed on the 
door frames of the rooms/areas where access needed to be 
restricted but was difficult to wire into the existing security system. 
Vibration and impact alerts occur when doors are opened or covers 
are opened.

Results:
• All users have reported successful identification of 

unauthorized access identified by Atoms.
• Installation was simple and the new unauthorized access alert 

was operational immediately at a significantly lower cost than 
that of a camera or hard-wired threat detection system.
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Bearing and Motor Monitoring

Conveyor Belt Slippage

Problem: At the customer’s mining operation, 
conveyor belt motors were monitored, letting 
operators know if a motor ceased to operate but 
the belts themselves were not monitored. If the 
belt slipped or came off-track, the motor would 
continue to push the belt, causing further issues 
and damage.

Solution: Install Atoms on the drive wheels of the 
belt, detecting bearing temperature, vibration, 
and impact anomalies that occur when the belt 
disconnects from the wheel or stops moving.

Result: Atoms were installed across the conveyor system to detect slippage or when belts 
went off track through vibration and impact. Atoms successfully detected conveyor issues and 
immediately notified operators via text alert, resulting in improved operation in the facility.
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Bearing and Motor Monitoring
Shaker Table/Separating Systems

Problem: Shaker tables are a key component of many manufacturing processes. When the springs wear out 
or begin to fail, the shaker table begins to behave erratically, sometimes throwing things (in this case, 
rocks!) off the table, resulting in a safety hazard as well as a downed line while the springs and the table 
are repaired.

Solution: Atoms were installed on all four springs, detecting when the springs began to exhibit signs of 
fatigue prior to failure.
An Atom with an external temperature sensor was installed to monitor bearing temperatures.

Result: Atoms were more than up to the task in this harsh environment and performed flawlessly 
immediately after installation. Atoms detected minor changes in spring vibration that gave the team 
sufficient information to infer when a spring was about to fail. Analysis of normal operation across multiple 
devices allowed operators to see when one device was not operating in the same fashion as other, similar 
devices. Increases in bearing temperature gave the team an immediate alert to go and inspect the shaker, 
providing a simple method for bearing and motor monitoring.

Bonus: Sometimes Atoms deliver insights that are not expected! The user expected that when the table was in operation 
without a load, bearing temperature would be lower. This was not the case. The temperature actually increased when the 

table was operated without anything on the table. This finding, validated over several weeks of operation, led the 
manufacturer to completely revamp their maintenance program.
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Injection Printing Machine Monitoring

Bonus: Based on motor and robotic arm usage, the company can now predict when the end-user will run 
out of ink, giving them the inside track on the next ink sale. 

Result: Atoms gathered data that the manufacturer had never been able to capture before on the customer usage of 
the machines. They were also able to compare this data with the operation of new machines and validate operation 
before shipping newly manufactured equipment.

Problem: A large printing equipment manufacturer sells printing ink machines. After selling 
the machine, the company does not monitor the performance of the device - specifically the 
usage of the printing arm and the drive motor.
They would like to be able to capture machine performance information in order to provide 
remote support, troubleshoot what issues might be occurring, and execute repairs.
The manufacturer was looking for a solution for injection printing machine monitoring for 
both newly manufactured print machines as well as those already in the field, including the 
location of the equipment.

Solution: Two AT-C1.0 units were installed on each machine - one on the robot arm and one 
on the motor - measuring impact, tilt, vibration and temperature.
The gateway was installed inside the machine to upload the data to the cloud and to track 
the location of the machine itself, giving the manufacturer the specific location of the 
machine.
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HVAC Unit Monitoring

Problem: A manufacturer of HVAC equipment wanted to be able to locate, monitor, and retro-
fit equipment that has already been installed. Because most of their sales are through 
channels, it can be difficult to locate where the chiller was sold, when the sale is complete and 
how the machine is performing.

Solution: By placing Atoms inside the chiller and inside the vent along with a gateway, the 
manufacturer is now able to identify the location of the chiller and get critical data about 
machine operation. Atoms provide temperature and vibration data, giving the manufacturer 
insights about machine operation as well as location of the unit.

Result: Atoms were able to determine the number of cycles by the compressor, temperature 
inside and outside of the chiller, verifying the performance and location of the equipment.

Bonus: From a marketing perspective, they now know the usage data via API and are able to 
present a marketing dashboard showing where the chillers were placed along with usage 

/analytical data for the performance of the chiller. 
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Barn Equipment and Environmental  Monitoring

Problem: Monitoring barn mechanical subsystems and the 
environment where livestock is housed has never been an option for 
most farmers because of the costs involved and the complexity of 
trying to hardwire the necessary equipment.

Solution: Atoms are battery-operated sensors that communicate via 
Bluetooth (BLE) and Cat M1 Cellular, delivering real-time alerts via text 
message when anomalies occur and capturing historical data to give 
insights on mechanical subsystem operation and machine operation 
and environmental trends.

Atoms are installed on fans, feed motors, pumps, generators, and 
heaters across the livestock production facility to monitor key data 
inputs farmers need to know to maintain the health of their livestock.

Result:
• Atoms were able to immediately identify and alert when barn environmental systems fail, preserving the health 

of the livestock.
• Monitoring of the cycle of the feed motor indicates if the livestock was fed on time and the quantity of food 

delivered to the pen.
• Temperature inside the barn was also monitored to correlate the inside temperature to the operation of the fans. 

When temperatures increased, teams were notified to check which fan had failed.
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Composting Field Temperature Monitoring
Problem: Remote monitoring of the temperature and humidity of composting fields digitally and 
remotely has never been an option for most farmers because of the costs and complexity involved. 
Currently, farmers have to have someone manually walk the field, periodically inserting a 
temperature probe and recording the measurement.

Solution: The agricultural field monitoring solution from Atomation solves this problem. Atoms 
were mounted to a probe and fitted with external sensors to monitor the temperature and 
humidity of the compost field.

Atoms were installed at key locations to ensure uniform measurement across the field. Atoms 
periodically measure temperature and humidity to adhere to regulation. Thresholds were set to let 
the farmer know when the field should be checked and action needed to be taken.

Result:
Atoms began immediately reporting temperature variations across the field and were able to 
deliver a critical alert within the first few weeks that improved the yield of the compost field, 
resulting in a significant increase in the per-pound sale price of the compost.
Atoms continue to deliver the data periodically (along with alerts when necessary) to give the 
farmer the life cycle patterns of the compost.

Bonus: Monitoring the temperature and humidity of the field throughout the production life cycle gives the farmer the ability 
to sell the final product at a higher cost! This increase in per pound revenue more than offsets the cost of the Atomation

solution.
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Maximizing Agricultural Yield

Bonus: Farmers in arid landscapes were able to reduce their water 
consumption, further reducing production costs for their crops.

Result:
Farmers using the Grofit solution see an increase in yield of 
20%, maximize the genetic potential of the crops, achieve a 
higher yield and better quality, and conserve water, fertilizer, 
and other inputs.

Problem: Balanced irrigation is critical to maximizing agricultural yield and plant growth. Depending on the 
crop, knowing soil composition, environmental temperature, and humidity can make or break a season for a 
farmer.

Solution: Grofit partnered with Atomation to provide the data farmers need to increase their yield. Atoms 
provide a curated data feed that includes soil tension, humidity and temperature.
The data is delivered via customized app to the Grofit team who analyzes the information.

Once analyzed, the Grofit team then provides a recommendation to the farmer, making the changes needed 
to maximize production.
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Thank You
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